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General Principles

A cognitive approach to music theory prioritizes generalizable principles that transcend style. Students begin by engaging with concepts like auditory streams, contrast effects, pattern recognition, statistical learning, and expectation, which together serve as a conceptual framework onto which a variety of styles can be grafted.

Example

Rather than teaching classical voice-leading as a golden standard, or even as a set of stylistic preferences, instructors can frame the subject as the most efficient way to achieve independence of line, as measured by auditory scene analysis. This approach does not place aesthetic value on independence of line; it merely states that traditional voice-leading practices happen to optimize linear independence from a perceptual standpoint. Under this pedagogical model, parallel fifths and octaves are not “wrong” or “bad” or “ineffective”; they simply promote auditory fusion, which sacrifices independence of line — an aesthetic priority of composers like Johann Sebastian Bach.
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